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Navigating A Global Pandemic &
Global Supply Chain Challenges

G

Background

by: Debin Ray, MBA

lobal supply chain disruptions from the
COVID-19 pandemic and a tense geopolitical climate has created an unprecedented
challenge for all manufacturers. The supply shortages with integrated circuits and other electrical
components has halted countless production lines
globally. Desert Rotor persevered through these
unprecedented challenges due to several high-level
strategies and the overall culture in place.

At times we wonder how we even survived the
tremulous landscape. The past three years have
been a blur of nonstop micro to macro strategy pivots to ensure production and business continuity.
We identified four critical concepts that prepared
us to navigate the current environment. These
concepts include: Design Methodology, Operational
Agility, Crew Flexibility, and Financial Strategy.

Desert Rotor is a world leading ground control
station (GCS) manufacturer located in Scottsdale,
Arizona. We founded Desert Rotor on the principles
of designing innovative GCS platforms that are high
quality, high functionality and cost effective. We
strive towards keeping all our design and manufacturing operations in the USA. We firmly believe in
keeping the American Dream in America!

Design Methodology

Many unmanned systems companies approach
design methodology with a focus solely on getting
a design to work first. This methodology naturally pushes all supply chain and production design
considerations to a lower priority. That priority
suppression coupled with highly pressured crew
creates logistical gaps. These gaps will eventually
turn into massive internal hurdles and could sink
your innovation before it even gets to the gates.
We have seen a number of companies struggle and
cease too exist due to a minor, inexpensive component unexpectedly becoming unavailable.

Following strict sourcing guidelines before components are utilized in a product is an absolute must.
If a part is thinly available in the supply chain,
Desert Rotor may design and manufacture the part
ourself, but only if it is practical to do so. For example, why design a fancy, mil-spec cable connector
when we could source proven high quality cable
connectors in the automotive industry for many
years. Designing hardware with components that
are practically ubiquitous helped Desert Rotor
dodge many potential production interruptions.

Operation Agility

Desert Rotor strives towards being as agile as
possible in every regard. To achieve this, communications between all crew members, suppliers
and clients must be always clear and concise. We
leverage a variety of cloud-based platforms and
proprietary databases to help ensure these communications remain quick and organized. Empowering
the crew to make attentive executive decisions also
helps build a more dynamic culture to solve challenges. Having a management culture where any
crew member can speak up, work with anyone, and
execute strategy helps solving challenges dramatically quicker.
Building operations so Engineers and Production
crew can pivot, make decisions and execute on a
whim is key. In the current environment, using
unconventional strategy may be necessary to keep
your operations agile. With strong agility you can
anticipate potential supply issues, re-design if
necessary, and incorporate the new designs into
production quickly.

Crew Flexibility

Since 2014 Desert Rotor naturally allowed non-Production crew and a variety of Engineering crew to
work from home. If the crew member is in an eligible role, the company will invest in their home office
or workshop. Desert Rotor was running full steam
with almost all non-Production crew working from
home before COVID-19 was even a concern. When
the global pandemic shutdowns occurred, staffing
concerns were minimal as we already had the culture

and staffing model in place. Since we were deemed an
essential business we were able to keep our head office
operating.
Crew flexibility with their own tasks and roles is also
vital. We strive towards cross-training key functions to
ensure business continuity and quick execution when
we mobilize around a problem at hand. This also plays
a key role when crew members would have to follow
COVID-19 quarantine measures.

Financial Strategy
A company’s debt-to-equity ratios and credit allowances also play a key role when trying to overcome supply
chain shortages. Companies that have high debt-to-equity and low credit decreases the opportunity to stock
higher quantities of components that may go unavailable at any given moment. In the current economic
conditions, it’s crucial to keep as much available credit
as possible for the unexpected. Desert Rotor was able
to capitalize on buying opportunities with components
as they momentarily come available, mainly due to
having the credit available.

Moving Forward
The past three years have been a great learning experience in supply chain logistics during a global pandemic. Our hardware designs and workflows are more
resilient and prepared for our future. We hope by sharing our experiences we can all grow stronger together
and persevere through the unexpected challenges that
lay ahead.

DroneHive

D

Certified Pilots & Increasing Demand

roneHive is the leading drone service provider specializing in aerial data collection and
small unmanned aviation operations across
many industries. By providing access to certified
Drone Pilots across the globe, DroneHive empowers businesses to utilize the technical advantages
drones and aerial data intelligence provide at a
grander scale.

our client’s needs is at the heart of DroneHive. At
our core, we focus on scalability and sustainability. We recruit, vet, train, and manage a network
of over 2000 local remote (Part 107) Pilots. And
now that the industry is maturing, we’re seeing the
demand for these Pilots become a reality. We’ve
been planning for this demand since our inception
in 2016.

DroneHive acts as a critical component in the marketplace that enables businesses to increase their
drone usage. We fulfill our clients’ specific needs
with the correct hardware and pilots to accomplish
their deliverables. Providing the labor to support

In 2022, we are also seeing a significant increase in
demand for FTE Internal Drone Operators across
all industries. This will be the first year that the
demand for the remote pilot labor force outstrips

DroneHive projects span from drone delivery flight
testing for research and development to standard
construction monitoring, mapping, and photogrammetry. In addition, our experience includes
high-end specialty projects, such as using a drone
to fly a large model of Disney’s Dumbo for movie
promotions. Whether it’s a complex asset inspection or fuel load assessment for wildland fire risk
assessment and mitigation, we have built a team to
do what we love: fly drones.

supply, especially for the most experienced Pilots.
Because all we do is talk and manage RPICs every
day, we are in a unique position to assist the hiring
and sourcing needs of corporations looking to have
an internal unmanned aviation department while
realizing the fact that they will still need to rely on
contracted staff augmentation resources for spikes
in data collection needs during peak seasons. An
example of this is precision agriculture. DroneHive
is slated to fly over a million acres this growing
season throughout North America and then again
in South America this coming winter.

Everyone is hiring, but no one can employ. We are
on the front lines of this issue. More broadly, there
seems to be a disconnect across all labor forces and
the pay offered for their services. While we have
been lucky and appreciative of our clientele to recognize, understand and act, we still are in discussion with many that we see further need to come
together with offerings to make the remote piloting
opportunities even more attractive. The good news
is they are listening! They want the most talented
RPICs for their projects and know they need to
compete.
Management Accounting Fact: labor is a variable
cost, not a fixed cost, that needs consideration for
our partners’ and clients’ needs. The increased fuel
cost will continue to add to the variability of labor
costs as all of our Pilots drive to their UAS inspection jobs. (Maybe it’s finally time to go electric?)

The future is bright. While we’re over six years into
this journey, we believe it is only just the beginning of this wild ride! Or would that be flight? Stay
tuned!

Not What You Said 5 Years Ago!
by: Douglas Marshall

H

ave you ever experienced the frustration of
submitting an application for a drone waiver
or exemption, only to see it disappear into
the abyss without an answer or even a denial for a
substantial amount of time? The FAA has a team of
lawyers who represent the agency and give advice
to the many internal organizations within the FAA
(known as “lines of business”). Sometimes it is their
intervention that puts innovative ideas of Concepts
of Operation on hold, with no meaningful opportunity for the applicant to seek relief.
Let me introduce you to AGC-200, the Office of the
Chief Counsel of the FAA. From their website:
“The Office of the Chief Counsel (AGC) provides legal
services to the FAA Administrator and all agency
organizations worldwide. Our primary functions are
providing legal advice, reviewing agency action for
legal sufficiency, and providing representational services. AGC attorneys represent the agency in a variety of forums, including the National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB), the Merit Systems Protection
Board (MSPB), the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), Department of Transportation
Administrative Law Judges, and the United States
federal courts. AGC also works closely with the
Office of the General Counsel of the Department of
Transportation on issues that are common to modal
administrations or that are of national significance
to the aviation industry.”
On the regulatory side, they have five areas of
practice: Regulations; Airworthiness Law Branch;

Operations Law Branch; Field Airworthiness Certificate Branch; and Airman Certification, Air Traffic
and Commercial Space Law Branch.

Again, from the AGC website:
“The Office of the Chief Counsel has reviewed its
policy for responding to requests for interpretation
submitted to the agency from members of the public.
Effective immediately, only those requests that present a novel or legally significant issue, as determined
by the Chief Counsel, will be considered as potentially
warranting a legal interpretation. Each person submitting a request will be notified whether the FAA
accepts the request for an interpretation.”
Does AGC-200 provide reasonably prompt notification of acceptance of a request for an interpretation? There are documented cases of more than
a 2-year delay before AGC even acknowledged a
request, let alone responded to it, so anecdotally,
the answer would be “not always.”

The inner workings of AGC-200 are largely hidden
from view, unless they appear in any of the forums
listed above representing the FAA’s interests. However, one area of their advice function that is open
to public scrutiny is their “published” (only on the
FAA’s website) legal opinions of the various legal
issues that commonly arise from questions about
the meaning of regulations, policies, orders, Advisory Circulars and other means that the FAA employs
to inform the public of how it views its functions as
a federal regulatory agency. Any interested party

can ask for an interpretation of a statute, regulation
or policy, and that includes both the general public and other organizational units within the FAA.
Sometimes AGC-200 will respond, sometimes they
won’t. There is no statutory requirement that they
respond to any inquiry (at least to the public). It is
critical for the public to remember that the FAA is
AGC’s client, and they are there to protect the FAA’s
interests, not yours.

One may ask if AGC’s legal interpretations or opinions are legally binding on anyone. The simple answer is “No.” The office exists solely to provide legal
expertise to its client (other FAA lines of business,
or “units”), and to publish regulatory or statutory
interpretations, when they choose to respond, to
everyone else. They don’t make regulations, and
they don’t set policy. Their opinions are not legally
enforceable, although they may be persuasive if offered in an administrative hearing or a court of law.
It is not uncommon for another FAA unit to solicit
an opinion from AGC-200, and then ignore it once it
is received.
Does AGC-200 have the authority to prohibit another FAA unit from granting a waiver, or authorizing
a particular aviation activity, for example? Again,
the answer is “No.” AGC can only advise, and the
other units may accept or reject that advice at their
discretion.

Does the law department change its opinion on
interpretative issues, or publish contradictory or
conflicting interpretations of regulations and statutes? They most certainly do, occasionally without
sufficient explanation for why the change or contradictory interpretation was adopted. What may have
been permissible 10 years, 5 years or 3 years ago
could now be prohibited (or vice versa), according
to a new opinion, and if the particular FAA unit
rejects that change of opinion, it can ask AGC to reconsider, “in light of new evidence or information.”
There is documentation of situations where AGC
has reversed course and amended a previous interpretation “to clarify the issues,” but in reality, that
most likely happens in response to intervention
(political or otherwise) from outside the Agency.
Suppose an FAA unit solicits and receives a legal
interpretation from AGC, then fails to act on a

pending application for a waiver or an exemption
in reliance on that interpretation. Is the failure to
act or notify the applicant of the disposition of the
application equivalent to a formal denial of said application (something akin to a “pocket veto” in the
political realm)? If no formal denial is issued, is that
equivalent to an “order” that may be appealed?
Generally, only final orders may be appealed
through the DOT’s administrative appeal process
(before NTSB Administrative Law Judges), then
to the U.S. District Courts or U.S. Court of Appeals,
which have exclusive jurisdiction over FAA appellate matters. The Administrative Procedures Act
(5 U.S.C. §§500-596) provides the processes for
rulemaking, licensing, adjudication, enforcement
and administration that applies to all federal agencies.

Section 551(13) defines “agency action” as including the whole or a part of an agency rule, order,
license, sanction, relief or the equivalent or denial
thereof, or failure to act. Thus, the FAA’s failure to
act on an application may be appealed administratively, and then adjudicated in one of the designated U.S. Courts. Who will defend the FAA in court?
AGC-200. And if AGC-200 has published conflicting
interpretations of the legal issue at hand, which one
will it stand behind?
Consigning applications for relief from federal aviation regulations to a black hole, never to
be seen again because of an interpretation from
AGC-200, serves no one, and is in direct violation
of Congressional mandates to the FAA to promote
and facilitate the safe integration of unmanned
aircraft systems into the national airspace. Clarification from the FAA as to how it processes waiver
and exemption applications, and the role played in
that process by AGC-200, would be welcomed by
the entire UAS community. Lack of transparency
breeds distrust and misinformation, perhaps more
so when dealing with a large governmental bureaucracy like the Department of Transportation or the
FAA.
The FAA’s policy on enforcement of its regulations
is to encourage voluntary compliance rather than
initiating informal or formal enforcement mechanisms. Both avenues are generally initiated by Aviation Safety Inspectors, sometimes with guidance
from the AGC staff. Users of the national airspace
system should be able to rely upon consistent and
legally supportable interpretations of existing statutes and regulations, and when those interpretations don’t meet those standards, everyone suffers
and chaos ensues.

A few final words to the wise: Be careful in evaluating the sources you rely upon when commencing
a UAS operation or seeking agency permissions
to operate. The interpretation that underlies your
efforts may or may not be observed by the FAA unit
you are dealing with, as legal interpretations or
opinions by AGC are issued for guidance, but aren’t
enforceable. Although it would be foolish to ignore

AGC interpretations of statutes or regulations,
you’ll at least know what arguments they’ll make if
and when the matter goes before an adjudicatory
body. If you are proposing to do something unusual,
or that is not specifically addressed by the regulations, it is always worthwhile to consult the AGC
opinions. You can rest assured that the good people
in the other FAA units will ask for AGC’s opinion
before responding to your request.

AAAC, and BEYOND, The No
Confidence Game

T

by: Patrick Egan

he FAA has known for more than a decade
now that they were going to be mandated to
integrate drones into the NAS. The 2012 FAA
Reauthorization was signed into law. The September 2014 Part 107 rollout mandate came and went
as well as the 2015 full NAS integration mandate.
The FAA simply said ATO wouldn’t be ready and
without any data to back up the assertion it just

went away.
Yes, I had concerns about the FAA missing the 2015
deadline in 2011. Why? Because there were no
penalties or ramifications stipulated in the reauthorization language for not meeting those deadlines.
The other issue I had was a lack of FUN-ding, aka
money allocated to get the work done. It has been
my experience that it is difficult to get government
buy-in without some FUN-ding.
So we had no Part 107 in 2014 and no NAS integration in 2015, but the good news was the FAA
was ready to make some progress on collecting
data, so they rolled out Pathfinder. I don’t know

what happened to the LATAS solution, but the FAA
doubled down on BVLOS in 2018 with the UAS IPP
and then tripled down with BEYOND! Unfortunately, Pathfinder turned out to be a total poop-show,
with PrecisionHawk being out of compliance with
their 107.31 BVLOS FAA favor waiver for 12 to 15
months. The FAA’s Jeremy Grogan (AKA The Amazing Grogan) and purported drone policy expert Diana Cooper determined during a short phone call,
albeit thousands of miles away from the AO, without logbooks or a responsible party listed on the
waiver that all of the purported fly-always, shoot
downs and flyways were safe.

https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/events_calendar/archive/2018_uas_symposium/media/Submitting-Operational-Waiver-Requests.pdf
Who needs an in-depth risk analysis and or a site
visit when you’ve got some hearsay and mystic
powers? It makes perfect sense why HQ shut down
two or three local FSDO investigations when you
have a couple of experts like these working through
the minutia. With a combo like that, it is no wonder
why the FAA enlisted the PrecisionHawk experts
for help with the DAC and other rulemaking efforts.
It amazes folks that with that kind of praxis at their
disposal PrecisionHawk hit the rocks.

https://www.suasnews.com/2019/06/asleep-at-thebait-and-switch/
After all, the dust died down, and no FAA enforcement actions were initiated; many assumed that
the de facto PrecisionHawk case study proved that
flying drones BVLOS safely in the NAS without VOs
or federal oversight is possible. The 107.39 waiver
not being revoked might suggest that the current
regulations and policy could be unnecessarily onerous? The FAA didn’t even look at the Pathfinder
data for over a year; did they already know flying
drones BVLOS in the NAS was safe?

Was the UAS IPP an effort to bolster the notion with
data that confirmed what they already knew? Is
that why the program was so limited? I remember a
certain pundit who had misgivings about the program back in 2018, and now after reading the audit,
it appears that I may have been right.
I’m not a huge fan of the 10 winners UAS IPP because
I believe it is too limited for a Country like this. I believe a real UAS IPP should be inclusive of the Country as a whole, all of together. One thing is for sure,
there is a new sheriff in town, and if you’re not a UAS
IPP winner you may want to think about rewriting
or even buying a new playbook.
https://www.suasnews.com/2018/05/uas-ipp-asea-change-for-the-us/

This latest audit from the U.S. Department of Transportations Office of the Inspector General and BEYOND participants didn’t have too much praise for the
FAA’s progress on the whole body of work.

https://www.oig.dot.gov/library-item/38940
I’m not going to break down the audit as I suggest
you read it for yourself, possibly twice, as was
recommended to me by someone at the FAA. The
punch line on the audit is some pragmatic recommendations to help the FAA meet its 2015 NAS
integration mandate.

I know Amazon has got some billion-dollar crawl,
walk, run dreams –

1.
Did anyone at the FAA know that DJI had
CCP/PRC funding?

Sure, at first blush it sounds like a mess, and it is no
wonder the FAA is tight-lipped. Believe it or not, the
audit is the DoT OIG being gracious, but whatever
shade of lipstick they put on that pig, your humble
author is vindicated yet again.

The DoD vendor companies that held the reins
on the regulatory process (pre-PRC rulemaking
involvement), including the ASTM, RTCA, sUAS,
and UAS ARC, are back. These are some of the same
folks who made the recommendations on Part 107.
Sure they make the drone “no one uses anymore,”
but that doesn’t mean they don’t know what they
are talking about for small businesses, right? Just
curious, how did you spend your NASA ACCESS 5
free money? Oh, you didn’t get any?

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-04-10/amazon-drone-crashes-delays-putbezos-s-delivery-dream-at-risk

I certainly hope this audit doesn’t put a damper
on the BVLOS ARC recommendations. Folks are so
excited and are clamoring for the FAA to implement
the recommendations as is. However, I only see the
potential for more issues. Don’t forget to get permission to ask questions on the Facebook broadcast. I’m thinking about asking this one again.

https://www.suasnews.com/2019/08/did-dji-bamboozle-you-too/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/02/01/china-funding-drones-dji-us-regulators/

http://susbexpo.com/Navy%20SEAL%20Jocko%20
Willink%20Breaks%20Down%20Combat%20
Scenes%20From%20Movies%20%20GQ.mp4

LTE

One of the many rubs here is the FAA
still needs data twenty to thirty years
on. Heck, the DoT OIG contends the
FAA still needs to establish goals,
milestones, and performance measures. I hesitated even bringing this
up again for the umpteenth time in
twenty years because I didn’t want
to sound like I was nitpicking. Hard
to implement anything when you’ve
got nothing but exemptions, favor
waivers, and a Regulation and Policy
group demotion.
Some contend that the FAA’s single-source DoD vendor industry

commercial conjecture input subsequently created
a vacuum that allowed the CCP/PRC to waltz in,
invest a billion-plus dollars, and take the 20-year
technology lead from the USA. The FAA ban decimated the domestic, commercial UAS industry, and
some of the following haphazard policies rocked
the RC hobby.
Did the CCP/PRC get a good ROI on their US policy
efforts?

The only other market indicator you need is to ask
how many Fortune 500 companies have already
gotten out of drones and why?

THE EU REGULATIONS ARE THERE, BUT ………..

The What, Why & How Relative to Training, Qualification & Examination of
Remote Pilots, Instructors & Examiners
By Peter van Blyenburgh
The Current Situation

I

n the European Union (EU), the employment of
certified remote pilots by operators to conduct
flight missions in the “Specific” operational category (BVLOS & below 400ft) conditions the validity of the applicable insurance and the operator’s
liability.
A remote pilot certificate covering all activities
likely to occur in the ‘‘Specific’’ operational category, and duly recognized by all EU Member States,
currently does not exist. Consequently, it is problematic for an operator to conduct flight missions
in any EU country other than his own.
The learning objectives of remote pilot training
organisations in the EU Member States are not
harmonized.

In addition, the relevant examination criteria and the
examination processes have not been defined at EU
level, and the standards relative to the aforementioned
only partially exist.

In this context, it is to be noted that the examination
aspect, even if managed by each National Aviation
Authority (NAA), is inseparable from training and
qualification. It requires the development of guidelines
(e.g., practical skill assessment for standard scenarios is
to be conducted by declared operators and/or entities
recognized by National Aviation Authorities (NAAs),
but the Implementing Regulations contain limited
guidelines). Instructor and examiner roles have been
sidelined in the EU Regulations and absolutely require
detailed attention.

The Working Group
If the above-mentioned problems are not resolved, the
EU drone market in the “Specific” operational category
will not be able to develop.
Hence, the necessity of urgently addressing this situation. In response to this urgent requirement, United
Systems Europe (USE) has initiated the start-up of
Working Group 2205-1 on Training, Qualification &
Examination of Remote Pilots, Instructors & Examiners in the EU “Specific” Operational Category.

Working Group Objectives &
Guidelines

Sub-Groups & Work Packages

By means of four Sub-Groups and specialized Focus
Groups (if required), WG 2205-1 will undertake
concerted actions to advance:

Working Group 2205-1 will have the following four
Sub-Groups and activities:
1.) Terminology
Create a list of commonly used terms and
acronyms among the industry, and especially in
the scope of training, and clarify those that are
still ambiguous by aligning the corresponding
vocabulary to the manned aviation ecosystem
(e.g. trainer or instructor?).

2 .)The professional training, qualification and
examination of remote pilots and instructors in
the ‘‘Specific’’ operational category, as well as
related tools, standards and recommendations.

2.) Operation-specific Endorsement Modules &
Training Syllabi
In addition to those published in AMC3
UAS.SPEC.050(1)(d), define additional operation-specific endorsement modules and write
the corresponding detailed training syllabi. For
each module, define adequate training and upto-date requirements for remote pilots, instructors and examiners.

1.) The harmonization of:
•Learning objectives and training syllabi;
•Competence assessment criteria;
•Examination processes across Europe;
with the aim of achieving mutual
recognition of pilot qualifications in the EU.

3.) The harmonization of the applicable
terminology & nomenclature.
4.) The qualification of flight training
organisations.
5.) The establishment of basic safety rules for
flight training sites in the EU.
6.) The establishment of compliance criteria for
pilot training simulators & the related software.
7.) The establishment of compliance criteria for
the possible use of virtual, extended, assisted,
and mixed reality.
WG 2205-1 will avoid the duplication of ongoing
efforts and will coordinate with such efforts, and
will take into consideration and review all relevant
existing national, European and international documents, standards and best practices.

3.) Model Documents
Create model documents for the “Practical Skill Assessment Report” and “Progress
Booklet” that must be used for practical skill
training and assessment of remote pilots.
4.) Training and Assessment Guidelines
Define generic training and assessment
guidelines for instructors and examiners, in
complement to the existing KSAs (Knowledge,
Skills and Attitudes).
About United Systems Europe (USE)

United Systems Europe (USE) (www.united-systems-europe.eu) is a non-profit association registered in The Netherlands. It was established as the
result of a consolidated European drone community initiative, with the objective to contribute to the
creation and growth of a safe, harmonized, sustainable & socially acceptable market for manually
operated, automated & autonomous (MAA) systems
for professional operations in the aerial, terrestrial,
nautical and space sectors.
For more information on WG 2205-1 and information on how to join, see: https://united-systems-europe.eu/working-groups/

Sky-Drones and the Complete Drone Solution
by Sky-Drones, because why should users and organisations operating in the UAS sector have to choose
between their desired software, sensors and payloads?
Why not have them all?

T

he need and desire for drones and their uses is
increasing, and there are no two ways around
this. Drones for delivery; increasing speed and
minimising contact. Drones for agriculture; covering vast areas of land on mass quickly and effectively
with less manpower. Drones for security and defence;
mitigating the risk to humans by sending drones for
investigative missions. A continuous list of constantly
expanding uses for drones therefore points towards
the need for enterprises in the UAS industry to expand
dramatically, and this means resources and teamwork,
fast.
This is why Sky-Drones Technologies has created the
most established full-stack UAV flight control and
planning system, ground control station, and analytics software using cutting-edge technology. Adaptive,
specialised, and available to a huge number of existing
and new entry UAV enterprises, Sky-Drones has the
answer. Gone are the days of battling through multiple
methods for automated flight control, wirelessly connecting to your UAV fleet, separate sensor and payload
readers and data collection techniques, and on it goes.
Sky-Drones has, or rather IS, the solution.
Sky-Drones’ mission more than 10 years ago was to
ease the entry to market for UAV manufacturers and
service providers. The technology eliminates the need
for drone operators and organisations to think about
how their fleet will take to the sky and can focusses
their efforts and resources on the outcomes they’ve set
out to achieve, goals they’ve planned to reach, not the
technology they need in order to succeed. That’s why
Sky-Drones has done it for them. An all-in-one solution including AIRLink: the Artificial Intelligence and
Remote Link, plus the Sky-Drones Ecosystem. A hub
of the worlds leading minds and technologies, tightly
integrated into the hardware and software produced

The Sky-Drones Ecosystem is focussed on making connections that enable entire ecosystems across teams,
organisations, and industries. From custom softwares
and leading worldwide UTM platforms to off-the-shelf
payloads and specialised radar sensors, tight integration with the Sky-Drones product range is the goal for
all of it. How to fly your fleet of drones should never be
a question, whether you can plan your flights and fly
your drones remotely is no longer a wonder.
Sky-Drones products are the complete solution because they’re connected, but nowhere are the connections more evident than in AIRLink. In comparison to
other flight controllers available within the industry,
AIRLink contains the most advanced autopilot, AI
mission computer, and LTE connectivity unit. SkyDrones provides fully integrated avionics whilst their
competitors offer a simpler, less intuitive solution, a
solution that lacks the integration from supporting
products and services. In short, Sky-Drones directly
supports new and existing UAV enterprises with the
sheer readiness for flying easily and immediately plus a
vast number of capabilities from the technology.
Embedded in the ecosystem is SmartAP Ground Control Station (GCS) – a cross-platform GCS application
for mission planning and flight control with operations
tracking and real-time connectivity. Furthermore,
Sky-Drones has produced and integrated Sky-Drones
Cloud, a web-based fleet management application for
tracking and monitoring drone and pilot performance,
post flight AI analytics, 3D mission planning and
more. Accessed remotely, users of Sky-Drones Cloud
can retrieve and watch their flight analytics data from
anywhere in the world, making operators and mission
locations connected at all times.
These capabilities make the Sky-Drones technology
range a well-rounded, all-in-one, and tightly integrated
solution for starting or advancing your UAV enterprise. This makes Sky-Drones the entire solution, as
opposed to being a part of a solution. Supported by a
rich, worldwide customer base and a partner network,
users include Full Throttle Aerial, Volansi, DroneBase,
Aerialtronics, and many more. Software providers

integrated into the ecosystem include the likes of AWS
Greengrass and ArduPilot for ease of integration and
running the Sky-Drones product range for existing
users. Vizgard enables AI object recognition and target
tracking, DroneLogbook allows users to take advantage of reduced clerical hours and the availability of
data and information from flights and pilot logs, and
the list goes on. The partner and contributor base in
expanding quickly, enabling Sky-Drones to continually offer both personalised (custom-made) software as
well as the likes of these established providers.

In recent months, Sky-Drones Technologies has been
pursuing channels to advance their defence strategy
and develop strategic alliances to gain funding for

supporting growth and product development for the
defence and security sectors. Ongoing and successful
projects that integrate Sky-Drones’ entire technology
range include Project RISE, funded by Innovate UK
and consisting of a consortium of industry-leading
organisations; the project concentrated on opening up
segregated and non-segregated airspace for beyond
visual line of sight (BVLOS) flights, making it safer,
more reliable and auditable for drone to take to the
skies. With the methods, algorithms and technology
involved, test flights ensured multiple safe UAV flights
within a working UK airport, something that will
benchmark the progression for BVLOS flights.
Sky-Drones’ technology is established and proven
across various industrial segments. Tackling regulatory challenges is one of this companies targets for the
next 5 years, as well as developing further specialised
technologies to tackle and make ease for entry into the
UAS industry for new and expanding enterprises. The
next 7-10 years can expect a huge rise in test flights
and ground-breaking real-life applications with SkyDrones integrated into industry leaders’ technology
worldwide. This company are making it more achievable than ever before for both UAV start-ups and
established providers to reach their goals by providing
a full-stack flight operation solution, thanks to an embedded world of options and technologies from cutting-edge partners globally, and it’s all possible because
of the creation of a truly all-in-one drone solution;
Sky-Drones Technologies.

SkyeBrowse

E

mergency response has always been inefficient…
until now. With one tap in SkyeBrowse’s IOS
application, Public Safety agencies with drone
programs can now document a scene in ninety seconds
with our patented videogrammetry software, instead of
forty five minutes with pictures.
For years, we have accepted the inefficiency of emergency response as a reality. Fifty years ago,
public safety departments used measuring tapes to
document scenes in five hours. Ten years ago,
departments used laser scanners and cameras to document the scene in five hours. Fast forward to
today and drones have entered the equation. With SkyeBrowse’s program, all the evidence is
collected in under five minutes with little to no training. The days of officers spending five
hours on scene with measuring tapes and total stations
are over. Now with SkyeBrowse, scenes are
documented in under FIVE minutes.
SkyeBrowse was designed by public safety for public
safety.

SkyeBrowse came as the result of multiple research
projects at Rutgers University funded by state
and federal agencies. The research allowed the founding team to create the concept behind
SkyeBrowse. Our secret weapon… videogrammetry.
SkyeBrowse uses ONE video instead of hundreds of
pictures to create a 3D model. Instead of taking hours
to capture the data for a 3D model,
SkyeBrowse simplifies it with one video in under five
minutes. This allows departments to make a 3D
model with one tap, which is the driving force behind
tactical situational awareness.
Emergency response is a tedious and dangerous process. It costs millions of hours of traffic and
way too many public safety lives. SkyeBrowse was
founded with one mission in mind — be it HAZMAT,
SWAT, accident reconstruction, natural disasters, or
structure fires — to be the force multiplier

that simplifies emergency response. We assist first responders everywhere to quickly achieve their
mapping goals with minimal risk to personnel.
The impact SkyeBrowse has been and will continue to
be in the Public Safety sector is monumental.
SkyeBrowse dramatically cuts down the time public
safety officers spend on the streets during major
incidents. A majority of job related deaths in law enforcement are caused by traffic related
accidents. In fact, there was a 93 percent increase in
officers struck by vehicles this past year
alone according to the National Law Enforcement Officer Memorial Page. These tragedy’s can be
avoided if we decrease the amount of time these officers spend on the street. That’s where
SkyeBrowse comes in. We can’t bring
back what we have lost but we can help prevent these
tragic losses from occurring.

GALAXY UNMANNED SYSTEMS LLC
Unmanned aircraa support includes:
Drones (Fixed wing & mull-copters) | UAS/UAV
Lighter-than-Air (LTA) Systems (Blimps/Aerostats)
eVTOL Unmanned Orbs for Urban Air Mobility

Our experience includes the full range of possible
support: design, simulaaon, prototyping,
cerrﬁcaaon, manufacture, operaaon,
pilot training, and technical documentaaon
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